
 
 
We’ve worked hard to get this latest update out to you guys! This one includes the 
clothing shop and Punk Outfit, along with awesome 3D environments to fight on within 
the VR world known as Horizon! The story additions may seem few, but they were a few 
large additions that took up most of the development time. 
 
We’re doing this public release a little differently, this 0.5.3 build is basically the 0.6 build, 
but with the actual content related to 0.6 being disabled. This means that you’ll be getting 
all the bug-fixes that we’ve done while developing 0.6, but you won’t be getting much of 
the actual content that we’ve been working on for 0.6 (exceptions will be noted in the 
patch notes below). 
 
Known Issues: 

- Using the punk outfit will make most CGs be confusing since they are mostly drawn with 
the Vibrosuit. This will be fixed in a patch. 

 

Main Story 
- Added Horizon and VR Center sequences to the main story. 
- Added tentacle sex scene (no CGs yet, but it’s got some hot overworld sprite work). 
- Added two CG images to the Jenna x Karen flashback scene. 

Audio 
- Added music tracks for combat. 
- Added SFX for combat for things like damage taken, attacks, and displacement. 
- Added SFX for currency being added and clothing being taken off / put on. 



 
Combat 

- Added charger enemies to combat with abilities that allow them to charge toward you. 
- Added Sexual Healing ability to Jewel that applies the ‘Sexual Healing’ effect to the 

selected target, and deals Lust Damage to both that target and Jewel. 
- Added Sexual Healing effect that causes all incoming Lust Damage to instead heal the 

afflicted character. 
- Modified textures of the targeting squares for movement and target selection. 
- Fixed issue where combat UI would not appear properly at the start of a fight in some 

cases. 
- Fixed issue where grenades would occupy the position they’re thrown on. 
- Fixed problem where chargers would still deal their damage even when defeated, 

causing player characters to seemingly die out of thin air. 
- Fixed issue where chargers would still charge to their original target after being 

displaced away from they used to be standing. 
- Fixed issue where grenades wouldn’t disappear after combat is completed. 
- Fixed problem where losing the first fight and then completing it would make the second 

fight not start properly. 
- Fixed multiple issues around the combat UI not appearing or disappearing properly. 
- Fixed issue where the second fight would be triggered twice, causing all enemies to not 

spawn and game to softlock. 
- Fixed issue where you could give commands to party members that were defeated, 

causing all kinds of errors and crashes. 
- Fixed some issues with characters looking in wrong directions while walking at low 

framerates. 
- Fixed problems where some fights would end as if you both won and lost. 
- Fixed issue where swapping equipment in combat would make the phone close and 

open in unexpected ways. 
- Fixed issue where you could skip your turn and break the Jewel tutorial fight sequence. 
- Fixed issue where you could load another game during the tutorial fight to keep critical 

hits disabled in combat. 

 
Items 

- Added the Punk Outfit. 
- Added the Dancer Dress (currently can only be acquired through console 

commands).[0.6.0] 
- Added the Guard Outfit (the actual dialogue sprites for it are included from 0.6.0). 
- Added the Guard Helmet (currently can only be acquired through console commands 

and CAN’T be worn).[0.6.0] 



- Added VR headset apparel item. 
- Added custom item functions that allow you to use items in multiple ways instead of a 

single ‘Use’ function.[0.6.0] 
- Added custom function to the Vibrosuit that allows Jenna to open up the top of the suit 

and flash her tits.[0.6.0] 
- Added custom function to the Punk Jacket that allows you to raise and lower the 

hood.[0.6.0] 
- Fixed bug that would cause your default inventory to be given back to you when you 

loaded a save with an empty inventory in the DestroyedStronghold prologue level. 
 

Characters 
- Added dialogue sprite for Throb (other guards and soldiers will soon be getting the same 

sprite).[0.6.0] 
- Modified Jenna’s hair to be on a separate layer from her base dialogue sprite. This is so 

her hair can disappear when wearing something that covers her head. 
- Fixed a bug that would cause Jenna’s nipples to draw over her clothing in some cases. 

 

Levels 
- Added autosave to the beginning of the DestroyedStronghold prologue level. 
- Added clothing store level along with flavor interactions. 

Misc Bugfixes 
- Fixed an issue where the end game notification would still pop up after getting the VR 

access card. 
- Fixed tentacle animations and sex sounds playing during the terminal choice cutscene. 
- Fixed ‘issue’ where you could get naked by equipping the jacket while wearing the guard 

armor. 
- Fixed many softlocks regarding saves in Horizon. You should now be able to save and 

load properly in Horizon. 
- Fixed April’s Karen doppelganger scene not being in the Gallery. 
- Fixed old logic that added an extra pair of grav knuckles when entering Horizon. 
- Fixed issue where camera would be locked to the top part of the map on the first fight of 

Horizon. 
- Fixed an issue where the dialogue UI would soft lock if the textbox was hidden on the 

first line of a dialogue. 
- Fixed issue during the Carceburg intro that causes you to be able to skip the intro and 

sequence break (eventually leading to soft lock) by loading the autosave just before 
running into the guards. 

- Fixed problems with being unable to swap clothes even when in a NudityZone. 



- Fixed issue where being drunk in the VR section would make the camera be 
uncentered, making combat impossible. 

- Fixed issue that caused the console to spam with error messages from animators 
whenever an apparel was equipped. 

- Fixed the level name indicator constantly reappearing whenever another UI closes. 


